Abstract

Air combat outcome is well known to be heavily influenced by human factors. System effectiveness studies of air weapon systems therefore need air combat modelling amenable to rapid changes in human parameters, to quantify the effect of human variability. The requirement of studies for such modelling was explored, applying guidelines on human modelling, and canvassing expert opinion on human factors important to combat outcome. Future studies that would be made possible by such modelling were identified. The requirement for human modelling was defined using essential, desirable and useful criteria. Promising models of decision-making, JACK and SOAR, identified by previous research, were assessed against the criteria, in comparison with the decision-making within the current air combat model, Brawler. Both JACK and SOAR were able to meet the criteria, where the decision-making within Brawler could not. JACK was preferred over SOAR as it has a track record of usage in Operational Analysis.
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